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What's the difference between a Gaelic Medium 
Teacher and an English Medium Teacher?

Gaelic Medium teachers teach all their lessons 
in Gaelic, even in Maths, English and French 
(learning Maths in Gaelic is very hard). There 
are fewer resources published in Gaelic, which 
makes their job quite hard, but they do have 
Maths text books in Gaelic.



What are the most important skills you need?

1. Versatility and 
Adaptability 

2. Humour

3. Making learning fun



What College or University qualifications do you need?

It takes 4 years at university to 
get a degree in primary 
teaching, or you can do a 
different degree first and then do 
a 2 year Post Graduate Diploma 
(PGDE) to become a teacher.

(You can do access courses at 
colleges to get into university.)



What high school subjects would be most useful for us 
to study?

Higher English is really important.

There are lots of people who want 
to get into teaching - it is very 
competitive to get a place on the 
university courses - so you have to 
make yourself stand out a bit!  You 
need to show an interest in 
teaching.  Volunteering to help in 
schools, helping in after school 
clubs etc.



What Mrs Maclver likes about her job

Mrs MacIver said that “It’s all about knowing that the children 
are going to learn.  Sometimes you need to be a  little bit strict 
so that everyone can learn.”  

At Mrs MacIver’s school they have an achievement wall to 
celebrate pupils' successes so that they feel valued and listened 
to.

Mrs MacIver likes to make learning fun!  Her pupils like to use 
their ChromeBooks.  They especially like Prodigy for maths.

She gives her pupils brain breaks (like Go Noodle).



Were you brought up speaking Gaelic 
and do any of your family speak Gaelic?

Yes, she was brought up speaking Gaelic.  Her whole family and 
most of her class at school speak Gaelic.  

However, she was taught in English at primary school and most 
of her friends from that time don’t use their Gaelic and have 
started to forget it.

Her sons have better Gaelic than her nieces and nephews who 
live on Lewis because her sons go to the Gaelic Medium School 
in Inverness (where she teaches.)  

Gaelic is “an extra string to your bow.”
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